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The Alternative Real Estate & Property Technology Summit 
brought together over 100 CIOs and innovation leaders from 
across the leading brands in the industry. During the event 
we took the opportunity to ask them for their views on 
technology, innovation and where they intersect with their 
businesses as they headed into 2020.

As you’d expect, this well-informed group provided exciting insights on how their businesses are 
tracking with tech and the challenges they are facing internally and in the wider industry. 

Trevor is a known and popular fi gure in 
the property industry and the property 
technology sector, with extensive experience 
earned during his time in senior roles at 
several pioneering software fi rms. Today, 
he leads MRI’s UK residential operations 
and is instrumental in the development, 
positioning and implementation of the 
company’s solutions for the Private Rented 
Sector, sales and lettings and other residential 
requirements. Trevor is also a respected voice 
in the wider proptech space – and with his 
remit as Managing Director he is a central 
fi gure in shaping MRI’s innovative approach to 
providing open and connected platforms.

Trevor Youens comments on the fi ndings from the Property 
CIO and Innovation Leaders Survey 2020

For those working inside what has always 
been held up as a conservative industry, it’s 
perhaps no surprise that as many as a third 
of people feel their businesses are behind the 
innovation curve – either following trends or 
not embracing technology at all.

However, there is considerable good news. 
Most respondents feel enthusiastic about 
technology – with over a third considering 
themselves pioneers or leaders when it comes 
to tech. The event attracted many of the 
leading and larger brands and this suggests 
later adopters – and sceptics - will have to 
start to catch up or suffer an ever-increasing 
differential, meaning that the wider industry 
will really start to benefi t from technological 
advances.

Where do you put your 
wider organisation on the 
innovation curve?

8 %

25 %

31 %

19 %

scep�cal – no exis�ng innova�on strategy and the business is 
reluctant to change

trend followers – beginning to introduce processes, internal focus, 
investment is low

enthusiasts – specific innova�on budgets and have recently 
launched new services

leaders – sustained innova�on infrastructure and significant 
benefits realised

digital pioneers – blended digi�sed and expert services, significant 
revenue increases

17 %
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“A third of respondents feel their businesses are

behind the innovation curve”   



The industry defi nitely sees technology as an 
opportunity. There are some people that feel 
they can become more effi cient with tech – 
those who consider themselves behind the 
innovation curve – but for most respondents, 
technology is seen as a gateway to new markets 
and new business.

This may come in the form of developing new 
revenue generating products or it might be a 
way to display an innovative mindset, to help 
win business away from less technologically 
advanced fi rms.

What is your organisation’s 
primary motivation in 
investing in technology?

being more efficient internally in
how we operate

being able to do things we can’t 
currently do without technology

showing our clients that we are
innova�ve in our thinking to
help win work

using technology to develop new 
revenue genera�ng products and services

44%
30%

19%
7%
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Getting your systems to talk to one another isn’t a challenge 
unique to the property industry, but it’s defi nitely one that is 

clearly felt here, as more than three-quarters 
of respondents wish it was easier to link up 
business applications. Proptech has been 
dominated by a few large providers and, whilst 
MRI prides itself on its open and connected 
policy, the intransigence of some other 

incumbents has stifl ed the developments that would allow a true 
ecosystem.

Our guess would be that if we’d asked the same question fi ve years 
ago, there would be even more people wishing they could link up 
their applications, so the industry is slowly moving in the right 
direction.

In my company, we fi nd connecting up or 
linking applications, processes and data 
diffi  cult and wish there was an easier way 
of doing this (Agree or Disagree).

Over three-quarters 
of  respondents wish 
it was easier to link up 
business applications

Agree
78%

Disagree
22%
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What statement describes your company’s position on the 
‘connectivity journey’ (applications, processes and data)?

One in 10 people describe their business as 
operating in a technology ecosystem masterclass, 
which is fi ve times as many as those that feel 
their systems are disconnected – so whilst 
the previous question may have shown people 
fi nd connecting systems a challenge, it’s still 
something they’ve been able to achieve.

There is a similar picture towards the middle 
of the spectrum, with just over half of all 
respondents enjoying a positive experience with 
connected technology and a smaller number 
feeling that, whilst benefi ting from some 
connectivity, they have some distance to go to 
improve their performance.
The demand for increased interconnectivity is 

defi nitely there, with businesses in the sector 
enjoying and benefi tting whenever they can. 
However, our impression is much of this demand 
is relatively passive and if organisations were 
more determined to exploit interconnected 
technology, then the suppliers in the industry 
would move faster.

One in 10
people describe their 
business as operating in 
a technology ecosystem 
masterclass

2 %

37 %

51 %

11 %

Fully disconnected – we struggle to connect, systems are disparate and 
we have mul�ple silos of data. Situa�on is causing the business 
significant issues.

Desired collabora�on - we know we have an issue and have iden�fied a 
plan to progress - some systems are connected. Excel is used in place of 
proper systems and processes.

Connected achiever – we have several systems connected – teams 
collaborate be�er as result and decision making is easier.

Ecosystem masterclass – our management informa�on is smart and based on a 
data and systems being connected and finely tuned. We also connect to 
external stakeholder systems. Processes are smooth and collabora�on is superb.
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What do you see as the key barrier 
to enabling connectivity of data 
and applications?

Whilst this question looks at the key barrier to enabling 
connectivity, it is likely that those suffering from an absence of 
connected systems have experienced more than one and possibly 
all of these.

Interestingly, the most common barriers have people looking 
inside their own companies – citing a lack of internal expertise 
in building links between systems and a lack of internal 
collaboration.

However, a significant number of respondents took the view that 
it is at the supply-end of the chain where the issues lie. 21% cite 
a lack of data standards that prevent connectivity, with a similar 
number of answers suggesting that providers aren’t committed to 
a genuinely open ecosystem.

It is up to suppliers to make a compelling case for connected 
technology – something above and beyond a message along the 
lines of ‘what property organisations might be missing out on if 
they don’t use technology’. 

There should be a message of tangible benefits and of real 
opportunity for those that embrace change.

And companies in the property industry need to push harder to 
get the technology they want and need. With it will come a 
step-change and fundamental improvements, particularly for 
those businesses that operate within a service sector.

What do you see as the main 
challenge to working effectively with 
technology vendors?

A considerable number of respondents see the main challenge as 
an internal one – questioning whether they have the right skillset 
to evaluate new technology and make the right decisions. One in 10 
respondents feel they don’t know the market well enough to make 
decisions – which may also represent a failing of vendors to get their 
messages across properly.

On the flip side to this, 18% of respondents feel that the market is 
lacking a quality of vendor service, guidance and responsiveness and 
a further 13% are concerned about the longevity of suppliers.
Whilst we would, naturally, not recognise this applying to MRI 
Software, it is our responsibility – alongside other vendors – to not 
only communicate effectively to show this isn’t the case, but also to 
prove it isn’t, as we serve our clients.

Interestingly, 13% of respondents feel there is a dearth of suitable 
products. Many organisations offer what they feel to be bespoke 
services into the industry, often across varying parts of the property 
industry. Many vendors’ solutions might be considered to be 
quite linear and not flexible enough to meet the needs of these 
companies. Of course, this is where a properly connected, industry-
wide ecosystem can come into its own – filling in the gaps that a 
single-stack solution naturally has.

5%

31%

22%

21%

21%

lack of interest from 
technology vendors in 
providing APIs

lack of internal exper�se
in building links 
between systems

some of our own 
departments struggle to 
collaborate on these issues

lack of data standards in the 
industry and/or among 
systems vendors

lack of providers commi�ed 
to delivering a genuinely 
open ecosystem

12%

7%

13%

23%

12%

13%

knowing what is out 
there and what it can 
achieve

knowing how to 
evaluate new 
technology

knowing which vendors 
will be around for the 
long haul

having the skills 
internally to take 
the right decisions

working collaboratively 
with clients to ensure it 
really bene�ts them

quality of products

18%
quality of vendor 
service, guidance and 
responsiveness
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In which technology areas is your 
organisation investing over the 
next two years?

Whether connected to each 
other or not, the intention 
for businesses to invest in 
technology within the next 
two years is definitely there.

Areas such as AI Tools (48%) 
and Big Data, Data Analytics 
and Predictive Analytics 
Tools (66%), through to 
Virtual or Augmented Reality 
(20%) suggest an expansion 

of an already significant 
technology stack, bringing 
incremental benefits to the 
property industry and new 
battlefields for technology 
competition.

There is also an appetite 
to invest in more staple 
technology. CRM Systems 
(52%), Process or Workflow 
Efficiency (61%) and Cyber 
and Data Security (46%) are 
clearly still on the agenda in 
the next two years.

The findings also suggest 
that companies are 
more likely to be looking 
outside of the industry, 
towards supplementary, 
contiguous systems 

including Environmental/
Sustainability/Energy 
Management Solutions 
(36%), Regulation and 
Compliance Solutions 
(30%) or more general 
improvements such as 
Mobility and Flexible 
Working Solutions 
(39%) and Collaboration 
and Communication 
Technologies (38%) than 
in the traditional systems 
that are used as the core 
of a property business 
such as Property and Asset 
Management Software 
(43%), Facilities Management 
Software (21%), Lettings 
Management Software (18%), 
Investment Management 
and Modelling Software 
(33%) and Accounting 
Software (30%).

Of course, many 
respondents to the survey 
have spoken already about 
the difficulties in choosing, 
buying and implementing 
new software. We would 
wonder whether the obvious 
enthusiasm to embrace 
newer technologies and 
applications will be enough 
to overcome the issues 
raised. Can an industry 
where 78% of people find 
linking applications to 
be difficult, where they 
experience significant 
internal and external 
barriers to implementation 
and connectivity really 
expect to successfully 
embrace a change of this 
magnitude?

If any of this is to happen 
as companies intend, we 
will need to see specialised 
recruitment from outside 
of the industry and a 
significant investment in 
technology leadership.

66%
Big Data, data analytics & 
predictive analytics tools

61%
Process or workflow  

efficiency tools

52% 
CRM  

systems

48%
AI-based 

tools

46%
Cyber and  

data security

 
“Companies 

are more 
likely to 

be looking 
outside  
of the  

industry”
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If you are already using or are looking at using AI, which use cases
are you prioritising?

It is interesting to note that most respondents 
see AI as a substitute for time-consuming 
processes – leaving their people to perform 
in the areas where they can really make a 
difference. Lease abstraction, in particular, is a 
diffi cult, costly and potentially error-strewn task 
that the right AI tool will solve.

However, most respondents seem to be 
overlooking the ‘intelligence’ that these tools can 
offer. With machines learning your processes, 
there is the potential for detailed insight that 
people just can’t offer.

AI will bring substantial benefi ts to those that 
embrace its core and for those pioneers that 
choose to learn from it and use the insights it 
can offer, the possibilities are endless.

77 %

16 %

26 %

16 %

12 %

Business process automa�on

Customer support chatbot

Lease term abstrac�on

Contract analy�cs

Voice / image / video processing
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Positive motivation
It is encouraging that most people were looking 
at technology as a gateway to offering be� er – 
and revenue generating – services, or as a way 
of demonstrating an innovative mindset, to help 
win business away from less technologically 
advanced organisations.

Of course, technology can be brilliant for creating 
effi ciencies within an organisation, but it’s great 
that companies are searching out opportunities 
to improve and distinguish themselves from the 
fi eld.

Investing in what really ma� ers
If done with the right intentions, investing in tech 
is really an investment in your most valuable 
asset – your people. By giving your people the 
tools to do their job be� er and to focus on 
the things that can really make a difference, 
organisations can benefi t far over and above.  

It’s interesting that nearly a quarter of people feel 
they don’t have the right skills internally to work 
with tech vendors. By making the right choices, 
organisations can set themselves onto a virtuous 
circle, where highly-skilled and be� er-informed 
people can make be� er decisions about future 
investments.

Another rush to buy?
Looking at the technology areas in which 
organisations are planned to invest over the 
next two years, it suggests boom-time for many 
tech suppliers – especially those in the cu� ing 
edge areas of AI and Big Data tools. We’re in the 
camp that suggests this is great for the property 
industry – of course we are – but when thinking 
about this, companies need to remember why 
they want more tech.

Invest because it makes you be� er – be� er 
processes, be� er services and, above all, be� er 
people. Remember this, and those investments 
will pay dividends for a long time.

You can register for the next event on -2/3rd November - 2020

  Q

www.alternativepropertytechsummit.com

